“From highly-detailed technical issues to what could possibly go wrong in any
given situation...the amount of common sense advice and crucial technical
information is unprecedented.”
-Harry M. Cheney, Sound Editor
American Pie, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, The Legends of the Fall
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CAPTURING INTIMACY
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Once the tension and pressure of the wedding ceremony and formalities have subsided, the
happy couple usually starts to relax some and just enjoy one another’s company. As the
realization that “Wow, we’re really married now” starts to settle in, they often begin to dote on
each other, gaze into each other’s eyes, or steal away for a few moments alone. These first few
hours of marriage are full of visual signs of love and closeness.… Hang back with your finger
on the record button and capture as many of these intimate moments as you can.
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Look Out for the Little Tender (Semiprivate) Moments
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You should always be fully observing the scene around you for all the little moments that
visually portray the love between the new husband and wife.…
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A bride lovingly pats her husband’s
forehead on a hot summer day.

The bride-to-be greets her groom for
the first time.
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Love can always be captured in the
eyes…no words needed.

The relief and joy of being married start
to settle in.

A beautiful bride-to-be quietly
contemplates the day as she gazes out
the window.
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WEDDINGS

Get tight shots of hand holding.
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Hang Back and Zoom In
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An easy way to capture unguarded intimacy between the happy couple is to plant your camera
in some inconspicuous place and zoom in from afar. If you still have the groom on a wireless
lav mic, you may also capture their first candid sweet nothings as husband and wife.
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Their first few minutes alone.
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A romantic stroll through the scenic
reception site grounds.

A stolen kiss captured through a
sheer-curtained window.
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